Abstract-Power capping techniques based on dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and power gating (PG) are oriented toward power actuation, compromising on performance and energy. Inherent error resilience of emerging application domains, such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) and machine learning, provides opportunities for energy and performance gains. Leveraging accuracy-performance tradeoffs in such applications, we propose approximation (APPX) as another knob for closelooped power management, to complement power knobs with performance and energy gains. We design a power management framework, APPEND+, that can switch between accurate and approximate modes of execution subject to system throughput requirements. APPEND+ considers the sensitivity of the application to error to make disciplined alteration between levels of APPX such that performance is maximized while error is minimized. We implement a power management scheme that uses APPX, DVFS, and PG knobs hierarchically. We evaluated our proposed approach over machine learning and signal processing applications along with two case studies on IoT-early warning score system and fall detection. APPEND+ yields 1.9× higher throughput, improved latency up to five times, better performance per energy, and dark silicon mitigation compared with the state-of-the-art power management techniques over a set of applications ranging from high to no error resilience.
requirements of these applications, while keeping the power density constant. With transistor scaling reaching its physical limit, operating voltage approaches its threshold and cannot be further scaled down gracefully with transistor scaling [2] . This leads to rise in power density and subsequently thermal violation. Performance surges of emerging application domains, smaller chip areas, and limited cooling solutions contribute to high power densities and frequent thermal violations, potentially damaging the chip's functionality. To avoid thermal violations, the chip has to function within dissipatble (safe) limits of power. This forces a section of chip to be powered off temporally-this inactive portion is termed as dark silicon [3] . Dark silicon phenomena reduce performance, energy efficiency, and utilization of on-chip resources [2] .
Power capping techniques are used to restrict power consumption of the chip to a fixed and safer limit, typically a design time estimate called thermal design power (TDP), beyond which thermal violations may occur [4] . Dynamic power capping and management techniques typically function in an observe-decide-act loop, observe instantaneous power consumption and temperature accumulation, decide on power actuation, and act on the decisions through power knobs [5] . Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), power gating (PG) [6] , near threshold computing [7] , and adaptive scheduling [8] are widely used knobs for power management. Combinatorial actuation of different power knobs can honor thermal and power constraints, although performance and/or energy gains can be minimal [9] . DVFS knob would be limited as the voltage approaches its threshold and cannot be scaled down any further and also suffers with increase in leakage power. PG knob addresses the issue of static power and is not limited as DVFS. However, the reduction in static power comes at the expense of performance, since only fewer cores are simultaneously powered up. Both DVFS and PG are triggered as a reaction to power violations, which might work for instantaneous power reduction in short term. Despite power capping benefits, they do not offer any substantial gains on performance or energy efficiency.
Approximate computing is emerging as an alternative for dark silicon mitigation, by trading off accuracy for performance and energy gains. Applications from several domains are inherently error resilient, based on their nature of computation and/or input data. For example, algorithms used in multimedia signal processing, machine learning, numerical methods, and so on can be iterative or NP-hard, making them tolerant to inaccurate computations. Similarly, IoT systems deal with continuous sensory data originating from analog or noisy sources, where relaxing certain computations has less effect on eventual result. Approximation (APPX) leverages inherent error resilience of such applications to reduce computational workload and increase energy efficiency.
Alongside soft computing applications, several IoT applications rely on a smart gateway for edge and/or cloudbased processing [10] . With several sensor nodes mapped to a single edge or cloud processor, performance and power challenges continue to effect IoT applications indirectly. Traditional power knobs alone would not suffice to ensure power capping while maintaining higher performance and energy efficiency. To fill the performance and energy gap of power knobs, we propose APPX as another knob for power capping and management. We couple the short-term reactive power knobs, DVFS and PG, with the long-term proactive energy and performance knob, APPX, in a hierarchical manner for power capping, while ensuring performance and energy gains, at the expense of accuracy. Fig. 1 shows power knobs classified in the order of their temporal effect and overhead.
In this paper, which is a major extension of our recent work published in [11] , we propose an APPX-enabled power management framework APPEND+ that uses DVFS and PG knobs primarily for power capping and APPX knob for performance. Fig. 2 shows the top-level view of APPX as another knob for power management along with conventional power knobs. We design a power manager that makes decisions on the actuation of DVFS and PG knobs in case of power violation and APPX knob in case of throughput violation. The key idea of this paper is to switch the mode of execution of an application from accurate to approximate upon performance requirements with APPX knob invocation. In our previous work, we switch from accurate to approximate mode of execution among approximable applications, subject to system requirements [11] . At times, this strategy either over compensates for performance surges by approximating beyond the requirement, or falls short of meeting the performance requirement. We fill this gap using sensitivity metric for each application at each level of APPX that is used to make mode switching decisions. We use a set of variable accuracy implementations of an approximable task, with each approximate task identified by its sensitivity metric, which is represented as the performance gained per error induced. To enable selection of suitable candidates for mode switching, we prune this set to choose a candidate task for replacing the accurate task that offers maximal performance gain within minimal error. We present a run-time mapping and mode switching algorithm for replacing accurate tasks with approximate tasks from the set of variable accuracy implementations. Our contributions based on our prior work [11] are as follows:
1) APPX knob for closed loop power and performance management; 2) a classification algorithm for identifying approximable tasks that maximizes performance by pruning application space based on sensitivity metric; 3) a run-time mapping and mode switching technique for replacing accurate tasks with approximate tasks; 4) a power management framework APPEND+ that uses DVFS, PG, and APPX hierarchically for power capping and throughput improvement; 5) a case study of IoT applications, fall detection and early warning score (EWS), to evaluate APPEND+.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Power Capping
Power capping techniques monitor the power consumption and actuate power knobs in a closed loop, in case of power consumption exceeding TDP. A PID controller-based power capping is presented in [12] , where knob settings are actuated as per normalized gain of PID. Vega et al. [13] propose a power capping algorithm using DVFS, per-core PG (PCPG), and core folding, with all power knobs tightly coupled. They suggest that combinatorial usage of different power knobs is effective for system level power capping decisions. Cochran et al. [14] have used thread packing, i.e., allocation of threads per core as a power knob along with adaptive DVFS. PGCapping was presented in [6] that uses PCPG and DVFS in a hierarchical way for power capping and life time balancing. Kapadia and Pasricha [8] have used degree-ofparallelism as a knob for power management and to improve system reliability. Application mapping, i.e., spatial alignment of active cores for improving power budget and thus power capping limit, is proposed in [15] and [16] . A multiobjective power capping approach is presented in [15] and [16] , which uses the combination of DVFS and PCPG based on network and workload characteristics. Chen et al. [18] have proposed using resource allocation at data center level as another knob for power actuation. They use history-based prediction for potential workload to determine CPU resource allocation. While all the above-mentioned techniques use TDP as upper bound, Pagani et al. [4] have proposed an adaptive way of setting the upper bound on power consumption, thermal safe power (TSP), as a function of spatial alignment of active components. All these techniques focus exclusively on power capping and combinatorial usage of power knobs, but do not consider their implications on performance.
B. Approximation
Ansel et al. [19] have used variable accuracy implementations of the same algorithm, with language and compiler support to choose one among different implementations for exploring energy-accuracy tradeoffs. Baek and Chilimbi [20] have proposed APPX at software level with a choice between accurate and approximate versions of blocks of code using Green compiler. Hoffmann et al. [21] have proposed using energy-accuracy tradeoffs in context of power capping by translating static parameters of an application into dynamic knobs such as convergence for drop in accuracy. However, other APPXs at algorithmic level, such as logic simplification, cannot be translated into dynamic knobs. Escaping infinite loops and skipping iterations of bottleneck loops that consume longer execution time were proposed by Sidiroglou-Douskos et al. [22] as loop perforation. All these techniques explore ways to compute approximately for energy and performance gains, within acceptable quality. However, they do not use APPX for closed-loop power actuation.
C. IoT
In the context of IoT applications, the need for computational capacity at a sensor node level would not suffice. To meet real-time performance requirements, data collected over sensory nodes are processed at a smart gateway [10] . The gateway acts as an intermediate edge layer between the sensor front end and the cloud server back end [23] . Typical gateway can be a multicore platform, which still faces with power and energy consumption challenges [24] . Some of the IoT applications are concerned with actuation mechanism based on sensory data analysis, such as identifying sudden changes in input data. Such applications present with an opportunity to relax the accuracy of computation, which in turn can be used to conserve energy and accelerate the performance.
III. APPROXIMATION KNOB
Approximate execution of an application provides variable performance and energy gains with the amount of error induced. We present the Pareto space of accuracy-performance tradeoffs with two example applications viz., sparse matrix multiplication and k-means clustering. We considered two 10 000 × 10 000 sparse matrices that are multiplied approximately by skipping inner most loop that performs multiplied accumulation. Fig. 3(a) shows normalized performance and energy gains with the number of inner most loops that are skipped (workload reduced) to reduce the number of computations. With 50% of workload reduced, performance and energy efficiency doubles. For k-means clustering, we use 10 000 random input data points to be classified into 50 clusters. We used relaxed convergence as the APPX, by early termination of the clustering algorithm with nonzero flips. Fig. 3(b) shows the gain in performance and energy for error induced by relaxing the convergence from 5%-10%. Relative performance gains increase as the error induced increases. Both these examples establish performance and energy gains with APPX. Specifically, they provide an insight on performance gains per error induced, which can be exploited while implementing the APPX knob.
We demonstrate the impact of different power knobs on the performance of many-core systems with applications dynamically entering and leaving the system using k-means clustering as an example. The performance of the system is determined by service time of an application, which is the sum of wait time, the time elapsed between application request and starting of the execution, and runtime, the time consumed in executing the application on chip [8] . Dynamic workload characteristics contribute to power violations, forcing actuation of power knobs. We simulate the application for four different power knobs viz., DVFS, PG, DVFS + PG (referred as MOC) [5] , and DVFS + PCPG + APPX, using the experimental platform, detailed in Section VII. The APPX knob has k levels of APPX, where k is a parametrizable entity. In this case, we chose four levels of APPX.
The average service time for different knob combinations is shown in Fig. 4(a) . In case of using DVFS and PG knobs [12] , per-application runtime increases forcing incoming applications to wait longer, resulting in high service time. The combination of DVFS and PG has relatively better service time using the power management algorithm, as in [5] and [17] . With the APPX knob in combination with DVFS and PG, the service time is the lowest, indicating high performance and energy gain within the given power budget. The APPX knob loads applications with relaxed accuracy that have lower workloads and thus low runtime. Consequently, more resources are available for incoming applications, improving the wait time and the overall service time. Fig. 4(b) shows application service time of APPX knob over different levels of APPX. The gain in performance with increasing level of APPX is trivial. Despite effective power capping and possibility of increasing the number of simultaneously active cores, performance still suffers with DVFS and PG when compared with that of APPX. Hence, we propose a hierarchical management for effective combination of these knobs to complement each other.
IV. ACCURACY-PERFORMANCE TRADEOFFS:
A CASE FOR IoT
IoT applications deal with real world sensor data that are analog and involve noisy components. Performance requirements for IoT systems are usually high while energy budget is limited [1] . Collection and classification of raw data into meaningful clusters, filtering, computation for actuation decisions, and communicating external world are major functionalities of an IoT system. Every stage in this process has a variable tolerance to inaccurate computations, presenting opportunities for APPX. Leveraging this fine-grained error resilience, APPX can provide better performance-per-energy in IoT systems. We explore the possibilities of accuracy-performance tradeoffs in IoT domain using two case studies on health monitoring applications viz., EWS system and fall detection.
A. EWS System
An EWS system is used in health care for monitoring vital signs of a patient to proactively alert medical support. A method for EWS is proposed in [25] that uses three types of sensors-medical, environmental, and activity. Data collected from the sensors are preprocessed by using a Butterworth filter to remove noise components and false alarms. Sensory data from different sources are fused to extract useful details. Every physiological data sensed are allocated a score based on the range the sample belongs to and its implication on patient's health deterioration. The final score is calculated as a combination of scores of all the individual sensor nodes' data. When the final EWS exceeds a fixed threshold, a warning signal is transmitted seeking for medical attention. This system deals with heterogeneous data generated by different sensors and involves computations on unclassified, redundant, and noisy data. To extract meaningful insights, the EWS uses data acquisition, filtering, fusion, classification, and analysis, followed by computation and transmission. Although this system is mission critical, there are several intermediary stages where inaccurate computations can be tolerated. For example, heart rate measured is classified into one of the several ranges of heart rate data and a score is assigned according to the range it belongs to, but the exact value of heart rate is not used. Medical sensors trace several samples of data per second on an average, while a median of these data is good enough to represent all the samples. Relaxing such computations and data points that do not affect final EWS can enhance performance of the system within a lower energy budget. 
B. Fall Detection
Another example of IoT application that is data and compute intensive is fall detection [26] . Fall detection mechanism identifies whether a person using the wearable detector falls hazardously on the ground. Specifically, fall detection is used in the context of patient and elderly people monitoring, to bring attention and support upon a fall. Typical fall detection employs camera and gyroscopic or accelerometer sensors for identifying a fall with respect to inertial position. We use fall detection based on a accelerometer, as proposed in [26] . The accelerometer data in three dimensions are used to calculate signal magnitude vector as the square root of the sum of the squares of signal component in each axis. This is fed to a low pass filter to generate discrete signal of positioning. Unusual spikes in the filtered data when compared with a fixed threshold represent the possibility of a fall, which is then transmitted to support system infrastructure for further assistance. The fall detection mechanism is shown in Fig. 5 . A major conundrum in fall detection is in identifying the abnormal spikes in positioning signal-whether to analyze the accelerometer data tightly coupled to the sensor or to transmit the data to a cloud computer. Analyzing the data in a simpler microcontroller has performance penalties while transmitting filtered data to a high-end cloud computer consumes more energy. Expensive floating point computations on high sampled accelerator data, such as multiplications, square root, and filtering, can be relaxed to gain performance. We have run the fall detector mechanism over three sample persons for 8 h of a day. Sensory data are collected at 100 samples/s and fall detection is executed at a gateway between sensor nodes and cloud server. These test cases show that accelerometer signals generate data that are usually redundant, indicating that skipping some of the sensory data samples would induce only a tolerable error. Reducing the sampling of sensor and filter length by half produced results that are similar to accurate computations. Relaxing accuracy of data analysis can thus improve fall detection's performance.
V. KNOB ACTUATION SCENARIOS
We primarily monitor power consumption, workload intensity, and sensitivity of applications to make knob actuation decisions. The threshold for power consumption is TDP. Power consumption exceeding TDP indicates a power violation. Furthermore, we also set another parameterizable threshold TDP th , a metric that indicates possibility of a potential TDP violation, such that 0.66 × TDP < TDP th < TDP. We use accumulated wait time (AWT) of application requests 
Longer application wait time indicates the higher workload intensity. A parametrized metric AWT th is set as threshold for workload intensity. The power objective is to restrict the power consumption to TDP and throughput objective is to restrict the AWT to AWT th . For the actuation of APPX knob, we use sensitivity metric of an application to choose an application and its corresponding level of APPX.
A. Application Sensitivity
The performance and energy gains varies for different applications over different levels of APPX. This presents a case where approximating one application might yield more performance gain than that of the others. We identify each application with a sensitivity metric as performance that could be gained per error induced. The motivation behind this is to choose an application that results in higher performance gain for the amount of error induced.
We define an application's sensitivity metric as
where Perf i and Error i represent performance and error induced at i th level of APPX. Sensitivity of an application for any two given levels of accuracy would be high when the performance gained by lowering accuracy is high or when the accuracy loss in performance improvement is lower. Subject to application characteristics and input data, sensitivity of an application varies through different levels of APPX. Sensitivity metric of an application presents a wider Pareto-space of accuracy-performance tradeoffs that can be explored in choosing an application to be approximated and the level of APPX. Sensitivity metric identifies tasks that will result in the highest performance gain among the set of tasks currently running, and prioritizes these tasks as candidates for switching their mode of execution to approximate. This enables fine-grained control on APPX knob, appropriate choices for mode switching, and performance and energy gain at lower relative error, and limits the possibility of overcompensation with APPX. Details on sensitivity metric used for evaluation purpose are detailed in Section VII. We demonstrate possible scenarios that require knob(s) actuation under diverse power consumption and workload intensities. Fig. 6 VI. SYSTEM DESIGN We design our power management framework for NoC-based many-core systems supporting dynamic arrival of applications. Our power management framework monitors percore power consumption and utilization, network intensity, incoming application request rate, and sensitivities of applications to error to actuate different knobs accordingly. The top-level view of our system architecture is shown in Fig. 7 .
A. Application Modeling
We model individual computational blocks of an application as a task. Each task is identified by its compute intensity, 
B. System Architecture 1) Runtime Mapping and Mode Selection:
Incoming applications are queued in the application repository and make a request to be executed on the chip. The run-time mapping and mode selection unit (RMSU) responds to the application request by selecting free cores and maps the application in a task-per-core manner. In addition, if the application is approximable, RMSU buffers the approximate tasks from the compound task graph into the task bank. The task bank is implemented as a memory structure that holds pointers to the addresses of approximable tasks, to provide easier access to approximable tasks without a significant overhead. We use proactive application mapping MapPro, presented in [27] . Upon application mapping, RMSU sends the core allocation information to the power controller for potential actuation decisions. Servicing an application depends on the availability of free cores on the chip, which in turn depends on performance and power consumption of active cores. The number of outstanding application requests weighed with the time before they get serviced, and AWT (1) is sent to the power controller for knob actuation decisions.
2) Power Controller: Power controller is the central manager that monitors power consumption, incoming application request rate, and system metrics for power and performance knob actuation decisions. Every core on the chip is provided with power and processor utilization sensors. We use the combination of processor utilization, packet injection rate, and buffer utilization to prune the design space for the selection of candidates that are more suitable for voltage down/up scaling. Selection of appropriate candidates for employing the DVFS and PG knobs is elaborated in our previous work [5] , [17] .
Thus, we monitor power consumption, processor utilization, network congestion, and network intensity at runtime, forming the monitor phase of the power management framework. Actuation decisions of the power controller are based on parameters received from the monitor phase. We feed the difference between power consumption of the chip and TDP to a PID controller. Output of the PID controller is proportional to the difference between power consumption and TDP and determines voltage and frequency levels to be downscaled to avoid power violation. In case of power consumption being below TDP, voltage and frequency would be upscaled for better power utilization. Knob Setting block of the power controller receives the new voltage and frequency levels from the PID controller, along with processor utilization, buffer utilization, and packet injection rate from the monitor phase. Based on utilization and network parameters, knob setting block decides the cores to which voltage and frequency levels are to be updated. The PID controller's output is also used to decide the number of cores to be power gated. Both DVFS and PG actuations are applied to the chip, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Load analyser compares application request rate, represented by AWT, and the threshold, AWT th , to determine throughput violation (AWT > AWT th ). The Knob Setting uses this information and invokes APPX knob. Sensitivity metric over different levels of APPX for all the applications is summarized into a lookup table. Each application has k (parametrized) levels of APPX and sensitivities associated with each level. The level of APPX of an application that is currently running on the chip determines current sensitivity factor, while the ones that are preceding and succeeding are the previous and next sensitivity factors. The lookup table is pruned to find the application that has the highest sensitivity factor in its next level of APPX. For example, consider App 1 running at level-1 of APPX and app 2 running at level-2 of APPX. If APPX is to be invoked, the next level of APPX for app 1 is level-2 and for app 2 is level-3. So, the sensitivities of app 1 at level-2 (succeeding the current level-1) and app 2 at level-3 (succeeding the current level-2) are compared to find the application with highest next sensitivity value. The chosen application and corresponding level of APPX are forwarded to the RMSU. The RMSU retrieves the approximable tasks of the chosen application with the level specified by the APPX Level Selection from the task bank. The accurate task is then replaced with the approximate task retrieved from the task bank. For evaluation, we currently use four levels of APPX in increasing order of accuracy-performance tradeoffs. Alternatively, several fine-grained levels of accuracy tradeoffs could be used.
Mode switching: APPX knob invocation triggers switching the mode of execution of an approximable application. Depending on APPX knob setting, RMSU chooses the version of task to be included in the application mapping, while the other versions are buffered. With the invocation of APPX knob, there are two possible scenarios for mode switching: 1) mapping approximate task graphs and 2) switching mode of execution of applications currently running by task replacement. In the former case, the RMSU maps every incoming application in its approximate version by including the approximable tasks instead of accurate tasks, until the mode is switched back to accurate. The level of APPX is specified by the power manager. For applications that are currently running on the chip, power manager chooses the application(s) and the level of APPX to switch to. Based on these, RMSU identifies the corresponding approximate task specified by the power manager from the task bank and replaces the accurate task with the approximate task. We modeled applications for evaluation as data-dependent concurrent tasks that execute periodically. The computational process repeats until the end of execution with a specified periodicity. Streaming and signal processing applications are good examples, which execute periodically over incoming samples of data, where it is possible to relax certain aspects of computation when new data arrive every period. In a similar manner, IoT applications work on real world sensory data, preprocessing, filtering, and computation over continuous intervals in a batch. Precisely, in these applications, the computational task remains the same while new data arrive after every interval. When the RMSU has to replace an accurate task with approximate, it lets the current iteration of accurate task's computation to finish execution. It waits until data from the accurate task are received at its destination end task (if any). Once the data transfer is completed, the RMSU loads the approximate task on to the chip, replacing the accurate task. Fig. 9 shows the process of task replacement during mode switching. The example has three tasks 1-3 out of which task2 is approximable. On invocation of APPX knob, the switching happens in the following sequence: 1) the RMSU finds the approximate task task2_appx from the task bank; 2) it waits until data from task2 (data23) is received at task3; 3) task2_appx is loaded by fetching the instruction stream into the cache (I-cache); and 4) after the data is received at task3, the execution of task2 will now start from new instruction stream of task2_appx. Depending on the size of instruction cache used, instructions of task2 may require flushing, however, this is subject to hardware platform. Since the computational process of the application is periodic in nature, data are not changed with mode switching, and moving the data or flushing the data cache (D-cache) is not needed. The state of the application is hence preserved at the end of the period. The mode switching overhead is elaborated in Section VII.
C. Power Management Algorithm
We employ the DVFS and PG knobs synergistically with APPX in a hierarchical way, as shown in Fig. 10 . Triggering and tuning of these knobs together for power capping and performance maintenance is handled by power management algorithm, as listed in Algorithm 1. We define three epochs e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 for actuation of APPX, PG, and DVFS knobs,
Algorithm 1 Power Management Algorithm
Algorithm 2 APPX Level Calculation Function [appxChoose()]
respectively, such that e 1 > e 2 > e 3 . At every epoch e 1 , application request rate is monitored. The difference between AWT and its threshold is used to choose settings for APPX knob. Settings for the APPX knob viz., application and level of APPX, are determined by level selection algorithm, as listed in Algorithm 2. The extent of throughput violation ( T ) determines the mode of incoming applications. If ( T > 1), it reflects a steeper request rate of applications. Then, the mode is set to in, indicating to the RMSU that newly incoming applications are to be mapped in their approximate mode at level-1. If (1 > T > 0), the mode is set to run, i.e., to switch the execution mode of currently running applications only. In this case, based on sensitivity factors of currently 
Algorithm 3 Mode Switching Algorithm
running applications, the sensitivity factor vector for the next level of APPX is looked up from the sensitivity factor lookup table (SFLT). This vector is sorted to find the application with highest sensitivity among running applications. The chosen application and level of APPX are returned to the power manager for invocation of APPX knob. In case the throughput is not violated ( T < 0), the APPX level of a chosen application is shifted up, to a relatively accurate level. The sensitivity factors of preceding level of APPX of currently running applications are looked up from SFLT. These are sorted to find the application that is least sensitive to error. This application is chosen for the invocation of APPX knob, and the application and its level of APPX are returned to the power manager. APPX knob is invoked by the power manager by sending the knob settings received from the level selection algorithm to the RMSU. This is presented in a listing in Algorithm 3. When the mode is in, new incoming application's tasks are buffered into the task bank. The new application is mapped in its approximate mode at level-1. When the mode is set to run, the task and its level of APPX specified by the power manager are retrieved from the task bank. Accurate version of this task is replaced by the approximate task. Epochs e 2 and e 3 are smaller than e 1 and are concerning power violations. Power violations are monitored at epoch e 2 . If power consumption exceeds TDP, PCPG knob is actuated by PG cores that are currently unoccupied on the chip. Conversely, when power consumption is below TDP, cores that are previously power gated are powered up. At epoch e 3 , power violations are addressed by DVFS knob. Cores that benefit relatively higher from DVFS actuation are the preferable cores. DVFS knob is actuated over these preferable cores. Similar to the PCPG knob, voltage and frequency levels of preferable cores are upscaled when power consumption is below TDP. The actuation of PCPG and DVFS knobs is based on our prior work on multiobjective power management framework [5] , [17] .
VII. EVALUATION
In this section, we assess the efficiency of our APPXenabled power management approaches APPEND+ and APPEND, with and without considering sensitivity of application. We compare our approach against the state-of-the-art dynamic power management/capping techniques PG [12] which is based on PCPG, and MOC [5] which is based on per-core DVFS and PCPG.
A. Application Setup
For evaluation purpose, we choose interdisciplinary errorresilient application domains of machine learning and signal processing. Furthermore, we selected two applications from IoT domain, given the nature of input data and computations involved. The applications used for the evaluation of APPEND+ are presented in Table I . The chosen machine learning applications are data-triggered on-line learning techniques that fall under classification and estimation. They are interdisciplinary, specifically with IoT-based applications, being used in recognition, mining, synthesis, and automation that are performance and energy demanding. These workloads are based on the iterative methods of computation, meaning that the accuracy of result converges toward an optimal solution with a more number of iterations. Since an accurate solution may not exist and lower convergence could still offer an acceptable result, they become candidates for APPX. For evaluation purpose, we choose four levels of APPX, level-1 through level-4. We normalize the performance and energy gains of approximate tasks from level-1 to level-4 against their accurate versions. Table I shows the normalized gain in performance and energy, and relative error induced with APPX for different applications and levels of APPX. The applications tested are error resilient in general. We chose APPXs that result in soft errors, ensuring there are no critical errors or exceptions. For linear regression, we use training data of 1 million data samples and a test it over 1000 samples. We use loop perforation to skip 5% to 15% of computations on input training data. The error is calculated as relative to accurate regression. For k-means clustering and k-nearest neighbors, we use relaxed convergence. We compromise on the number of flips, coverage of neighbors, and training data sets, respectively, for these applications. We set the limits of relaxation on convergence from 3% to 10% for four levels of APPX. For the fast Fourier transform, we approximate the computation involving exponential functions with relaxed memorization and storing the twiddle factors in lower precision. We compute the complex exponential for one iteration and reuse it for subsequent samples, despite the inputs to exponential function not being the same. For a low-pass filter, we use a Blackman window with 50 coefficients. We reduce the number of coefficients up to 5 for relaxed execution. We use sparse vector multiplication because of its broader usage and application in several other fields. For this application, we simplify the logic of product calculation that replaces accumulated multiplications of rows and columns with a single multiplication of means of a row and column. For IoT case study on EWS, we reduce the number of samples of heart rate sensor and compromise data fusion. We run the accurate and approximate versions on data sets collected from three different subjects. For fall detection, we reduce the sampling rate of an accelerometer and the number of filter coefficients, and simplify the logic of magnitude vector computation. We use real-time accelerator data collected from a subject wearing the fall detector, over different physical activities of walking, sprinting, and resting.
We used the normalized performance gain and relative error induced upon mode switching for each application over four levels of APPX. We calculated the error sensitivity as gain in performance per error, as described in (2) . Table II shows the sensitivity metrics for the applications used over different levels of APPX. It should be noted that normalized gain and sensitivity with increasing level of APPX are distinct. The sensitivity metric represents the amount of performance gained per amount accuracy lost by moving a level of APPX further. For example, linear regression has sensitivity of 10.1 at level-1, while the sensitivity at level-2, 0.09, is much lower than the previous level. This intuitively means that changing the level of APPX for this application from level-1 to level-1 either has a lower performance gain or higher error penalty or both. Similarly, k-means at level-1 has much higher sensitivity than that of the other levels. The normalized gain at level-1 for k-means is 1.23, however, the error, 0.01, (see Table I ) is extremely small, making the sensitivity high. APPEND+ considers the sensitivity metric of all the applications currently running on the chip to make decisions on which application and which level of APPX are to be chosen for APPX knob actuation. APPEND is oblivious to the sensitivity metric and chooses applications in a naive manner and corresponding level of APPX in a sequentially increasing order.
B. Simulation Environment
Applications are modeled as task graphs, as described in Section VI. We implement each application such that one task is allocated one core on interval-core-based Sniper simulator, annexed with McPAT for modeling power [28] . We used Gainestown architecture that has Nehalem-like processing elements (PEs) with 32 kB of instruction and data caches. We model the application into concurrent tasks, preserving data flow nature. We use loop perforation and relaxed convergence in case of approximate tasks. We extract execution time, average power, and energy consumption per task. We normalize these values as compute factor metric for each node in the task graph, along with the amount of data flow as the communication volume between tasks. The task graph for each application is thus a directed network of nodes that holds execution time, communication volume, average static, and dynamic power consumption for accurate and approximate tasks. The performance and power values extracted from these simulations provide the relative performance and power gains of a task when the execution is switched to approximate from accurate. We use this ratio to model the power and throughput gains while simulating, so that the APPEND+ framework can be adaptive for all hardware platforms irrespective of architecture. The Sniper simulator provides PEs with other variants of microarchitecture. The relative performance gains for approximate versions over the accurate versions may hold good over different hardware platforms, unless the architecture is highly customized. We use our in-house cycle accurate simulator implemented in SystemC to evaluate the proposed power management framework. We extended Noxim [29] NoC simulator using its network infrastructure for interconnects. The power characteristics of PEs are modeled based on metrics extracted from McPAT and Lumos [30] . Lumos is an analytical framework that quantifies power-performance characteristics with technology node scaling for many-core systems. We used Lumos for physical scaling parameters, voltage scaling, and TDP metric for different network sizes. We added the support for dynamic arrival and servicing of applications through the run-time mapping unit. The mapping unit receives commands from power controller, implemented as a software module. The test bed is a rectangular network with X-Y routing. The tile (0, 0) of the mesh acts as the central manager that is responsible for keeping track of mapping information. The network size is 12 × 12 and the chip area is 138 mm 2 . For the first node selection in the run-time mapping process, we use MapPro [27] method. For the DVFS purpose, we use 15 VF levels with voltage in the range of 0.8-1.2 V. The frequency of the on-chip communication network (e.g., routers) is set to the maximum level (similar to [12] and [5] ). The TDP value is set to 90 W, calculated based on the chip's power density. We also evaluate our approach for power capping under a variable power budget, TSP [4] . TSP is calculated as a function of simultaneously active cores, which vary at runtime based on application arrival and mapping. TSP provides a relatively higher power budget than the conservative design time estimate of TDP. We estimate TSP online and use it as the upper bound on power budget for evaluating APPEND+. We implemented the APPEND+ technique over integrated simulation framework, as summarized earlier. It is possible to implement the same as an operating system level policy, provided the hardware platform supports sensing and actuation of power.
C. Evaluation Metrics and Results
For evaluation purposes, we simulate the system over a period in which 200 applications are serviced. The evaluation metrics are as follows.
1) Power consumption: Power consumption of the system over the period of execution, honoring TDP by capping the power. 2) AWT: Accumulated value of wait time of applications before the application request is serviced. 3) Throughput: Time consumed to service 200 applications. Our prerequisite goal is to cap the power consumption such that TDP constraint is honored throughout the period of execution. Fig. 11 shows the power consumption of DVFS, PG, MOC, APPEND, and APPEND+, along with TDP constraint, over the execution time for servicing 200 applications. TDP violation is more frequent with PG and DVFS knobs, while TDP is honored for most of the execution period with MOC, APPEND, and APPEND+. Fig. 12 shows the power consumption of the system with TSP as the upper bound on power. Unlike TDP, TSP varies at runtime offering a flexibility in power capping. DVFS knob violates the TSP limit and is not at efficient power capping. PG honors TSP constraint, however, the power consumption always remains lower than (but not closer to) TSP, indicating a lower utilization of available power budget. MOC, APPEND, and APPEND+ meet the power capping requirement and have a better power budget utilization. APPEND and APPEND+ maintain power consumption closest to TDP when compared with other knob combinations, reflecting better utilization of available power budget. This indicates mitigation of dark silicon and can be attributed to hierarchical usage of power knobs in APPEND+'s power controller. Moreover, we actuate power knobs, DVFS and PG, by monitoring power consumption over an epoch e 1 and trigger the APPX knob proactively over epoch e 2 with e 2 being five times longer than e 1 . This eliminates possible random actuations or oscillations between different modes of execution. With better utilization, APPEND and APPEND+ are able to service applications faster, reducing the runtime and consequently wait time of incoming applications. Fig. 13 shows the AWT for different power capping actuators over the period of execution. We present AWT as a function that is directly related to the rate of application requests made. Similar to power capping, APPEND+ has the best AWT, preceded by APPEND, MOC, PG, and DVFS. DVFS-and PGbased actuations have higher AWTs already when the application request rate reaches 3 per second. MOC has a relatively high AWT when application request rate is 5 per second. However, APPEND and APPEND+ have a near-zero AWT for as long as five times more than DVFS and PG and three times more than that of MOC. This demonstrates the ability of APPEND and APPEND+ to service applications faster despite high workloads, when compared with the other knobs. APPEND+ has AWT greater than zero when the application request rate reaches 15 per second. Also, AWT accumulation is more steeper in case of other knobs than that of APPEND and APPEND+, indicating a substantial rise in their wait times with high request rates. The minimal AWT and high service rates of APPEND and APPEND+ also results in high throughput and energy efficiency. Normalized gain in throughput for all knob combinations with TDP as upper bound and TSP as upper bound is shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. APPEND+ followed by APPEND has the higher throughput, that is up to 1.9× better than PG and 1.4× better than MOC, showing a significant gain in performance and energy while power capping is strictly maintained. Employing APPX knob allows APPEND+ to minimize execution time of applications running on the chip. With applications leaving the system faster, more resources (cores) become available for incoming applications and reduce their wait time. APPEND benefits from AWT and throughput mutually improving each other. It is also to be noted that throughput gain of APPEND+ is relatively higher with TSP than that of TDP. The same trend can be seen with throughput of all the other knobs too, reflecting better utilization of power under TSP constraint. APPX knob can be implemented exclusively in software, making the APPEND+ framework scalable and adaptable across different hardware platforms. In the context of IoT applications, APPEND+ can be used both at the edge and Table III Table III . These metrics are extracted from individual application simulations (accurate and approximate) on Sniper. A number of instructions are slightly higher for approximate tasks due to conditional branching involved. However, these instructions eventually result in reduced overall workload and hence improve performance. For each application, we used 1 million elements in training set in increasing steps of 100 000 data points per period. A number of simulated instructions depend on training and test data sets used, and are variable in case of different sizes of data used. With loop perforation and relaxed convergence, input data elements are skipped, resulting in fewer instructions required to be simulated. Switching execution from accurate to approximate version incurs some overhead due to monitoring and triggering the approximate version. For every approximate task, the switching of execution mode involves a conditional branching instruction(s). The overhead incurred during this transformation included in the approximate task's compute factor. For the applications we used, the normalized overhead penalty incurred in mode switching ranged between 0.3% up to 1.2%. This overhead is negligible when compared with the workload reduced by APPX and thus levies no significant performance penalty. In terms of power overhead, the task bank and sensitivity lookup tables used in APPEND+ framework are simple memory structures with fewer access during execution of an application. The power consumption of these components is insignificant compared with the total system power. Loading an approximate task involves moving new instruction stream to the instruction cache, with a possibility of increase in the number of DRAM accesses. However, this depends on the number of application instructions and the size of L1-instruction cache. For instance, a larger application coupled with smaller L1-instruction cache presents a worst case scenario that would force the system to evict accurate task and fetch the approximate task from main memory. In our test bed, we used L1-I cache of 32 kB and all the applications have instructions up to as many as 1500. The worst case penalty in terms of communication for switching from accurate version of a task to the approximate version can be calculated as follows:
where size app and size pkt are the application and packet sizes, P L is the packetizing latency, n is the number of hops from a core to nearest memory controller, r L is the router channel latency, and MC L and DRAM L are the access latencies of memory controller and off-chip memory. We demonstrate the theoretical worst case overhead penalty of mode switching for a video encoding application run on Intel SCC as an example [31] . The experimental many-core platform Intel SCC has the off-chip memory, core, and network frequencies of 400, 533, and 800 MHz, respectively. The worst case mode switching penalty on SCC for the video encoding application of size 6 kB using the formula in (3) is 1.5 ms. For the same application, penalty in task migration is 10.6 ms, seven times more than the mode switching overhead, to move both instructions of 6 kB and data of 16 kB. Task migration overhead can still be higher when more data are to be moved, while mode switching needs no movement of data. It should be noted that these values are subjective to the platform on which they are executed, while the relative difference in overheads between mode switching and task migration might hold good.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed APPX as another knob for power management in many-core systems. We implemented APPX knob based on application's sensitivity to error such that performance gain is maximized within minimal error. We developed power managing schemes to combine DVFS and PG knobs with APPX knob to meet system requirements in power capping, performance, and energy efficiency. We presented a power management framework, APPEND+, that monitors chip's power and performance requirements at runtime and triggers different knob actuations accordingly. We evaluated APPEND+ against other state-of-the-art power management techniques, over machine learning, signal processing, and IoT applications. APPEND+ improves performance and energy efficiency with the APPX knob and sensitivity aware actuation of the APPX knob, while power capping is maintained with the combination of APPX, DVFS, and PG knobs.
